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Dedicated to Professor Petar Guberina 
on the occasion of his seventy-fifth birthday. 
The authors analyse the application of verbo-tonal method at 
their ORL Clinic, wh ich is a new practice in rehabilitative treatment 
of hearing and speech. Treatment at the ORL Clinic is mostly indivi­
dual, strictly obeying age groups. Particular innovations of the Naples 
school are the following: 
1) Musicotherapy 
2) Introduction of an analyzer, for better control of prosodic ele­
ments of speech. 
INTRODUCTION 
A child w.ith a seriollJS hearing impairement cannot leam to speak: he 
has therefore evident limi,tations in verbal communication which are refile­
cted on his psycho-intellectual development and his social behaviour. The 
recovery of thi's patient is of an utmost signifkance, not form the medical 
point of view alone, but also from 'that of humanity in generat The met­
hods that use »the language of signs« OY that of gestures are doubtlessly 
most easy to leam and can be taught actively: nevertheless a patient thus 
treated, havimg acquired a capacity fOT commU!I1icatioll, has relevant difficul­
ties in the social context 'since the technique which he ha's been taught oa.n 
be put into practice only with people with the same ,impairment who have 
been educated according to the same method. Much more efficient are speech 
therapy techniques through which ,patients acquire asuccession of articula­
tory movements, such as those that teach children to produce phonemes, 
words and sentences aided by lip-reading, through use of acoustic hearing 
aids (oral method). This method is generally based on exercises mainly of 
individual type through which patients are taught to accompli'Sh movements 
with articulatory and vocal organs which lead to a sufficient verbal expression, 
although this expression is often barely expressive and is not acceptable 
from the prosodical point of view. The verbo-tonal method, created by prof. 
Guberina, is based on the fact that teaching a language to a hearing impaired 
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chtld cannot be fu11y accompHshed by simply teaching Wm how to s.peak .in 
a grammatical and 'syntactic sense, hut it has to enable hirn to express him­
self, to talk, to communicate an emotional tone which would be similar to 
that of a child of normal hearing. This objective can be reache<! by supplying 
the patient, through a11 possible forms of communication - through acoustic, 
visual, tactile and sensory stimulations - with aseries of information on 
the sonorous 'as,pects of speech which regard not only the physical characte­
ristics of various notions, but which principa11y deal with rthe emotional 
aspects of the verbal message as a whole, namely intonation, rhythm, timbre 
and register.' 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
The verbo-tonal method has been conceived by prof. Guberina2 in 1953. 
The principal merit of the authoris that he has coordinated aseries of in­
terventional rehabIlitation, partly original and partly based on experience 
of earlier studies, thus creating a method which thoroughly encompasses 
the problems of the patients in question.3 
The ideas, theinstructions, as weIl as the technique proposed by prof. 
Guberina have been put into practice at the Centre SUVAG (Systeme Uni­
verseI Verbo-tonal Audirtion Guberina) in Zagreb, where treatment of pati­
ents with serious hearing i'l11pairments ls systematically and organically 
being put into effect. Since the Centre is located ,in a structure which forms 
apart of a regular school, apart from undergoing rehabilitational tTeatment, 
the children take part in various educational and recreational activities to­
gether with children of nOJ.1mal hearing who attend the school. 
At the Centre SUVAG in Zagreb the ideas of prof. Guberina are not 
only being widely realized, hut have also in the course of years undergone 
a progressive evolution and have been rationally profounded: from 1962 to 
1985, 850 patients have been treated in such a way as to demO'l1strate the 
validity of the conditions of the method and of the techniques thereby em­
ployed. Although there exists a wide variety of ,IHerature on the verbo-tona'l 
method,4.5'6,7,8 it nevertheless gives only limited and i'l1complete informatiOJ1 
I Guberina P.: Asp. C. W.: The Verbo-Tonal method for rehabilitating people 
communication problems. Acts of the Informational exchange of information in 
rehabilitation. World Rehabilitation Fund, Inc., New York (USA), 1981. 
2 Guberina P.: L'audiometrie Verbo-Tonale. Revue Laryngol., 1-2, 20-58. 1956. 
J Guberina P.: La methode audio-visuelle structuro-globale. Revue Phonet. 
Appl., I, 35-64, 1965. 
• Craig W. N.: Craig H. B.: Burke R.: Components of Verbo-Tonal Instruction 
for Deaf Students. Lang. Speech Hear. Serv., 5, 38-43, 1974. 
, Gutie B.: Application dc l'audiometrie verbo-tonale aux enfants, J. ORL Ly­
on, 3, 63-70, 1958. 
• Gladic A.: Ilief-Coblaine J.: Application de la methode verbotonale pour la 
reeducation des handicapes de l'oute de la vue. Revue Phonet. Appl. 18, 23-28. 
1971. 
7 Tulasiewicz J. F.: Some experiments with the Verbo-Tonal. Revue Phonet. 
Appl. 3, 69-87, 1966. 
• Vuletic B.: La corection phonetique par le systeme verbotonal. Revue Pho­
net. Appl., 1, 65-76, 1965. 
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on Hs theoretical principles and its techniques; moreover, 1t creates nu­
merous problems regaTding the dnterpretamve ~tiOiIllS and remote 
theories and gives inacurate instructions, with reference to infinite psycho­
logical and sodal problems which have very little to do with the everyday 
reality of the method. o,n the other hand, the method has, several times and 
for various reasOIlS, not been completely followed through (insufficient pre­
parations on the part of the therapi,sts, lack of adequate equipment, parti­
cular sodal conditions of the patient, etc.); this has forced 'some experts to 
direct harsh critidsm at scientific .reunions or congresses, some of which 
harve been published. 
Such criticism generally derives either froman insufficient knowledge 
of the method or through its mtsinterpretation or misapplication: this is 
largely due to the fact that numerous experts, when visiting the Centre in 
Zagreb where they have discussions with prof. Guberina and his assistants, 
come to recognize the methods adopted by them or the relative sources of 
information, and thus acknowledging them, they later propose them in their 
own studies without quoting their origin; tbis is also .due to the previously 
mentioned fact that the information from the literature is either partial or 
Lncomplete. 
Our task 1s to give an illustration of the verbo-tonal method, to explain 
its presuppos.itions, to document its techniques, to interpret its function 
and its reasons, to support its validity based on the experience that we have 
had in the past 5 years of its application at the Centre of Phoniatrics at 
the II Faculty of Science - Medicine and Surgery - at the University of 
Naples. 
Natmally this ex:per,ience has helped IUS acquillre linfurunaltion and ascer­
tain the conviction on wbich we shall base our report; theoreti.cal presup­
positions of the method and its cciteria of awJhl.ca!tion can 1Jherefore, in oiur 
treatment, be influenced by the picture that we have formed, which in our 
opinion does not seem to lead to a defOmled vision of the verbo-tonal me­
thod, but ilt brings out Olle of its more interesting particular:s: the special 
ffiexib1lity for which it can be Isuccessfully adapted into ovarious ambiental 
and sodal conditions, bearing in mind the cultuml and psychOilogical pore­
paration of both the patient and the therapist. 
Our experience which has matured OVer the past five years of using 
this method, ,has encouraged us not only to confiTI111Jts advantages, but also 
to modify its application through original techniques, which have been stu­
died 1n order to potentiate the feed-back of the patient and thus improve 
bis verbal communication. 
I) CONDITIONS 
The verbo-tonal method i's based on aseries of conditions which are 
extremely important for conceiving its <>bjectives and ·its possibilities: the 
method is especially recommended if aseries of objectives jos to be attained, 
by means of adequately coordinated individual and group exercises. 
Some of the principal objectives are: 
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1) to potentiate the impaired acoustic canal and residual hearing by 
means of a specia-lamplifica>üon for particular sOtillds so that a patient 
may, in case of amplification itself, hear them with no distortion, no pre­
vious adaptation or without masking Ü , which could otherwise have a ne­
gative effect on his perception; the sound sümulations are always emitted 
in the fastest possible way. 
a) through adequate equipment (the apparatus SUVAG) in order to am­
plify only particular frequencies; the ·acoustic stimulations are sent to the 
patient through head-phones: the apparatus SUVAG i;s connected to the 
head-phones by means of a cable and the use of infra-red rays. Above aB 
other sounds, the patient gets used to percievi'ng those which his hearing 
impairement aJ.lows him to hear: the hearirng held of a patient who is un­
dergoi:ng treatment is therefore gradua:Hy enJarged, taking into consideration 
the result,s obtairned kom the rehabililtation and pr1madly those to which 
he gradual1ly gets accustomed to through tTaining, as compared to the fre­
quencies of higher intensity which he percieved at the beginning, or which 
have heoo accompamtied by effects !Of Isubstamtial dliJstor1J10I1is or pai:nful SelI1­
sat-ions. 
b) by means of hea~irng aids which take into consideratiQl1 not only the 
audiometric data, but also the important factors that occur in the course 
of treatment w.ith the apparatus SUVAG and results thus obtained; it is 
immediately 'specified thM <im. the course of both group and individual exer­
eises, .it is preferable to use the apparatus SUVAG together with head-phones 
in the 'initial stage, 'i,f the following is poss.ible: 
- selective amplification of the frequencies which have been better 
preserved in accordance with the vllustrated instructions 
- obtaining a more accurate reproduction of sounds by reducing the 
effects of distortion - avoiding inconveniences related t6 either a shift in 
the distance of the faund source or the direction of the sound stimulations: 
successively ,the same exercises are repeated with hearing aids, so as to ac­
custom the patient gradually to their use for a better acquisition of wor­
king habits formed in the course of the treatment. 
2) to teach the patient to fully employ all useful canals, ooth somato­
sensory and sensory, in the course of the treatment; the patient should be 
particula~ly encouraged to use tactile as weH as visual perceptions and also 
propJ'ioc~ptive S1l1mUlla<t1onsirn order Ito perfo.I1m the above exercises; or to 
state precisely: 
a) wsuaU stiJmulations are essentiaHy used with patients but without 
necessariJy underJining their techn.ical potential or through pa,rticular gui­
ded exercises: their applic<lJtion is instinctive; the patient imitates the pos­
ture of the rnouth or that of the more conspicuous articuJatory organs (lip 
reading), also the reactions of the various group members, and the move­
ments of others under the influence of sound or vibrations; the speeoh 
therapist should only emphasize the importance of these stimulations by dra­
wing the patient's attention to them and in so doing, directing them to­
wards rehabi1.itational objectives; 
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b) transformation of the soumd stimulus into a tactiJe sensation is ef­
feoted by rmeaJ1iS of speciaJ. equirprmmt OOIlJnected to 'adequatte v,j,bratOll1s; 
c) evaluation of proprioperceptive stimulations is accomplished when 
the patient has performed various physical exercises (games, dance, move­
ments, etc.), repl'Oducing rhythm ,to the tempo of the sentence of particu­
lar sounds which have not been completely perceived, and when he feels 
that he has obtained relevant information about the various characteristics 
of a ,sound which he lea!1IlS to value and ,to reproduce. 
3) acquisition, not of simple words or sentences , but ,that of a harmo­
nious voice with regard to timbre and register and of a structll'ral langua­
ge whioh, kom the viewpoint of prosody, has such characteristics rund qua­
lities that render ~t expressive andemotionaly valid. 
4) sociaJization ,through which an impaired clüld is integrated into his 
surroundings: it is immediately establi'shed that socialization, aud therefore 
the individual relationship that a heavy heari:ng-impaired chilid establishes 
with other patients in his group and his speech therapj,sts, COll<sütutes one 
of the basic elements whendetermining the type of treatment the method 
is to pursue. 
PATIENTS 
The verbo-tonal method is applied in treatment of patients with a se­
rious hearing impairment (average hearing ,loss above 65/70 dB) aud also 
with profound'ly deaf patients (average heari.ng 10ss above 95 dB). The trea­
ment ofsuch patients 1S performed in successive phases which correspond 
approximately 1:0 various age groups. The following age soheme in 4 se­
quences is suggested: 
1) Ist age group ,rrunging from 12 to 24 months 
(preparatory phase or that of vocalization) 
2) 2nd age group ranging from 2 to 4 years 
(pre-school phase or that of speUing) 
3) 3rd age group ranging from 5 to 8 years 
(i.ntermediate phase or that of speech) 
4) 4th age group from 9 years allod above 
(school phase or that of structurization) 
Such age groups are extremely important and they undoubtedly allow 
for a schematization of the trea:tment period; these groups cannot have 
rigid age or time limits, but otherwise, beside being practical for the or­
ganic treatment of the matter, they respect the evolution of the rehabili­
tation and the adaptahiJity which the techniques have to undergo with Te­
gard to the development which the patient has achieved. 
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TECHNIQUES 
The rehabi'l.itation encompasses the foUowing: 
- group exercise 
- individual exercise 
a) Group exercise 
The patient is put into a group together with other patients hav1ng 
the same impairment and being of approximately the same age. In the 
course of the rehabi.Ii:taNon, the patient i's given va-rious iSound stimulations 
which he perce1ves i,n various ways, after which he reproduces them with 
his phonatory organ,s, and he is finally placed in a ,situation where he has 
to coordi.nate and to confront sounds and vocal messages with functionally 
studied rhythmic activities. This can further be specified as follows: 
1) each patient ~s exposed to vocal sound and/or music stimulations 
which are a!ways associated w,i,th a motoric activity (music therapy) pro­
duced as a result of agame or same other phonatory exercise which has 
been created by the patient himself or by the other members of the group; 
he perceives these stimulations 
as f<jIlows: 
a) as sounds, adequately amplified, which are transmitted either thro­
ugh head-phones connected to the ,apparatus SUVAG - which in general, 
as previously mentioned, tends to emphasize low frequencies by means of 
lowpass filters - or through hearing aids; 
b) astacHle sensations ,transmitted to the patient through vibrators 
which are placed aga1nst various parts of the body and/or against a wooden 
board; 
2) patients who are be"ing treated have to perform rhythmic activJties 
accompanied by body movement; that is, they have to perforrn rhythmic 
movements (body -rhythm) which in a microscopic way represent the es­
sential characteri-stics of phones: tension, intenstty, duration, tempo, space. 
As a ,result of body movement, the fi,rst phonemes are emiltted (lMlation) 
at the same time as the physiological development of the speech of a nor­
mal hearing person. Body rhythm is substituted by »phonetic rhythm«, which 
essentiaHy tends to stimularte the emission of phonemes, and which accom­
panies the emis'sion of brief sentences. 
3) Finally, the patients are given the possibility to coordinate the ac­
quired sounds (ilIlcluding phonemes and sentences) by actively participating 
in various forms of group activities in the form of a game, performance, 
dance, etc. (dramatization); this contributes towards the »interirior.ization« 
of the logical structure of the expressed concept of scene construction, it 
consütutes a stimulus for verbal creativity and improv.es the eloquence in 
all its complexHy. The objectives of the rehabi.}itation pursued through 
groupwork techniques iHustrated also through imitative performances, com­
petitions, mutual relationships, the importance of which lies not entirely in 
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Fase preparatoria 0 della lallazione 
Fig. 1: I soggetti pereepiseono i 
suoni eome stimoli vibrotattili 
ehe vengono trasmessi loro dai 
vibratori applieati ai polsi e da 
quelli ehe poggiano sulla peda· 
na. 
Fig. 2: La logopedista tenta di 
provocare una lallazione sponta­
nea servendosi delle stimolazio­
ni aeustiehe e vibrotattili tra­
smesse al bambino rispettiva­




Fig. 3: La pereussione della ma­
no sul tamburo viene aeeompa­
gnata dalla pronunzia di mono­
sillabi (bum-bum-bum). 
Fase prescolare 0 della sillabazione 
Fig. 4: I bambini seduti intorno aHa pedana cU legno pereepiseono gli stimoli sonori, ade· 
guatamente amplifieati, attraverso le euffie eoHegate aH'appareeehio SUVAG. 
Fig. 5: I bambini anehe in questa fase utilizzano le informazioni vibrotattili appoggiandosi 
aHa pedana di legno su eui e posto un vibratore. 
Fase prescolare 0 della sillabazione 
(A) 
(B) 
Fig. 6: RITMI FONETICI 
(A) Ripetizione dei fonema 
«PA»: la logopedista ed i bam­
bini accompagnano la emis­
sione vocale dei fonema con 
un colpo netto del pugno sul 
pavimento_ 
(B) Ripetizione dei fonema 
«TA»: la logopedista ed i bam­
bini accompagnano la emis­
sione vocale dei fonema con 
una secca percussione dei pie­
de sul pavimento «<T») e con 
I'apertura delle braccia «<A»). 
(C) Ripetizione dei fonema 
«LA »: la logopedista ed i bam­
bini accompagnano la emis­
sione vocale dei fonema con 
un ondeggiamento delle brac­
cia aperte. 
(C) 
Fase prescolare 0 della sillabazione 
(A) (B) 
Fig. 7: Grafismo fonetieo: una serie di punti eseguita in sueeessione (A) esprime grafieamen­
te la pronunzia ripetuta deI fonema «PA» (pa-pa-pa) mentre una linea retta (B) raffigura I'e­
missione prolungata dello stesso fonema (PAAAAAAA). 
Fig. 8: Drammatizzazione: la logopedista mima le api ehe pizzieano il naso e la boeea deI 
bambino. 11 messaggio sonoro e pereepito dai pazienti attraverso le euffie eollegate a ll 'ap­
pareeehio SUVAG per mezzo di un sistema a raggi infrarossi. 
Fase prescolare 0 della sillabazione 
\.!.;" .: ~~/'J~~ \~:;~ 





Fig. 9: Terapia individuale: correzione delle dislalie utilizzando iI canale acustico e visivo 
(A) e successivamente iI solo canale acustico (esercizi a bocca schermata) (B). 
Fase intermedia 0 della verbalizzazione 
(A) «la farfaUa lieta... » 
(B) «vola... » 
Fig. 10 (A) (B) (C): le filastrocche, grazie al loro 
contenuto musicale, favoriscono I'esecuzione 
di movimenti lenti ed ampi, consentendo co­
si di migliorare I'acquisizione deI ritmo e del­
I'intonazione deI linguaggio.(C) «e lullo uno splendore... » 
Fase intermedia 0 della verbalizzazione 
(C) 
(8) 
Flg. 11: Drammatizzazione - rappresentazio­
ne dello zoo; in questa fase i bambini utiliz­
zano le loro protesi acustiche. 
(A) La logopedista assegna ad ogni bambino 
il compito di impersonare un animale e spie­
ga le modalita deI gioco. 
(B) Un bambino si nasconde e gli altri 10 cer­
cano e 10 chiamano mimando I'animale ehe ' 
essi rappresentano. . 
(C) Il bimbo vive intensamente il suo perso­
naggio: I'ape. 
Fase intermedia 0 della verbalizzazione 
Fig. 12: Musico·terapia di gruppo: 
iI gruppo di bambini canta una fi· 
lastrocca musicale seguendo la 
melodia deI flauto ed aiutandosi 
attraverso l'osservazione della 
scheda musicale. 
Fig. 13: Terapia individuale: cor· 
rezione delle dislalie utilizzando 
suoni selezionati opportunamente 
amplificati (campo ottimale) e Fa· 
cendo compiere movimerlti ritmi· 
ci adeguati (ritmi fonetici). 
Fig. 14: Musico-terapia individua­
le: iI bambino corregge I'emissio­
ne della sua voce durante iI can­
to di una filastrocca musicale 
prendendo come riferimento i 
tracciati prosodici che compaiono 
sul monitor di un visualizzatore 
della voce. Tale apparecchio gli da 
la possibilita di confrontare iI 
tracciato relativo alla voce della 
logopedista (in aho) con quello del­
la sua voce: iI feed-back visivo gli 
consente di attuare piu facilmen­
te una correzione adeguata dei 
suoi errori ed in particolare di 
quelli riguardanti la prosodia. 
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PREPARATORY STAGE OR THE STAGE OF VOICING 
FlG 1: 
The children perceive the sounds as vibrotactile stimuli which are transmitted tro 
ugh the SUVAG vibars fastened on the children' s wrists and under the vibratory 
board. 
FlG 2: 
The speech therapist tries to provoke spontane6us voicing using acoustic and 

vibrotactile stimuli transmitted both through the headsets and trough the bone 





Monosyllables (bum-bum-bum) accompany the sounds of the drum. 





The chi/dren seated around the vibratory board perceive the sounds, amplified 

according to the loss, through the body and through the headsets connected to 





Even at this stage the children use vibrotactile information leaning onto the 





(A) Repeating the phoneme 'PA' the speech therapist and the children hit the floor 
with a clenched fist with every utterance. 
(B) Repeating the phoneme 'TA' the speech therapist and the children hit the 
floor with one foot ('t') and open their bodies ('a') at the same time. 
(C) Repeating the phoneme 'LA' the speech therapist and the children wave their 
arms with every utterance. 
FlG 7: 

Phonetic drawing: aseries of dots ('a') is a visual representation of the repeated 

pronunciation of the pohoneme 'PA' (pa-pa-pa), while a straigt line represents the 





Dramatization: the speech therapist shows the bees touching the nose and the 

mouth of the child. The acoustic signal is perceived through the headsets linked 

to the SUVAG unit through the infra red system. 

PIG 9: 
(A) Individual therapy: in treating dyslallia at first both visual and auditory per­
ception are used, and then 
(B) only the auditory one (exercise with the mouth hidden). 
INTERMEDIATE STAGE or the stage 01 verbalization 
PIG 10: 
(A) 'a happy butterfly' 
(B) 'is flying' 

(C) 'in all his splendor' 

Nursery rhymes, thanks to their melodie content, favori'l.e large and slow move­










(A) The speech therapist explains the game and gives each child the task to im­

personate an animal. 

(B) One of the children hides and the others caU him while miming the animal 

which they impersonate. 

(C) The child impersonating a bee is inspired by her own experience. 
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Musical therapy in group: a group of children is singing a nursery rhyme fol. 





Individual therapy: treating of dyslallis with the use of optimal frequency fil· 







Individual musical therapy: the child corricts his voice during the produetion of 

a musical nursery rhyme following the intonative line which appetirs on screen. 

Such a machine helps compare the child's production to that of the therapist's 

(shown above): the visual- feed back helps the child correet his mistakes especially 

in rhythm and intonation. 
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the acquisition of the Ilanguage, but also in the socialization of the treated 
patients. 
4) Phonetic and syntactic globally structural material (a word is always 
preceeded ohy an article, a sentence is eomplete in all its syntactic parts, 
ete.) is presented to the treated patients from the first phases of the the­
rapy. 
b) Individual exerdse 
It always closely foIJows group exerdse; in the course of individual exer­
eise, the speech therapist 15 :im. olose contaet wlth only Olle patient thus 
improving his pronuneiation and oorrecting his ,impairment in the most 
adequate way by using particular psychological mechanisms connected to 
interpersonal relationship through the use of the following: 
- an amplifying apparafus with a speeific filtering system 
(SUVAG); 
- an apparatus for the prosodie visualization ofthe voice by means 
of which disturbances of the voice and speech a're correeted; 
- elementary games or speeial teehnical equipment (f.1lms, sUdes), whi­
ch are irnterestilllg to the patient and which stimulate their cooperation. 
Group and .individual exercises are repeated in various phases, becoming 
always more complex with regard tothe progressive maturation of the 
patient and to the programmed and joillled ,rehabHitational ,levels. The illus­
trated techniques require the use of various equipment made up of various 
elements that are in contact with the patient dwing the different phases 
of the treatment and .in suceessive time spans: this adds to the quantity 
and quality of the phonetic material offered to the ehiild, thus impro'Viing 
the aequisition of harmonie speech, and it also contributes to a better so­
clalization, creat1ng a favourable contaet between the chiJd and his sur­
roundings, establlshed not only with other children from his group, but 
also with other adu:lts, i. e. the speech therapist; this plays a major role in 
the life of an impaired chhld who generally attempts to speak only with 
his parents and, as a consequence of this, is i,solated from other adults. 
TREATMENT PHASES 
1) PREPARATORY PHASE OR THAT OF LALLATION 
Age: 12-24 mornths 
This is a phase in whieh hearing aids are introduced and first aooustic 
information is given to the ehild: however these exereises do not assurne 
the eharacter of real and properJy coordinated exercise because the pa­
tient's young age makes it impossible for hirn to perform rhytlunical and 
rehearsed movements of the body. 
The patient 1S ml1St given a hearing aid: choosing a hearing aid and 
regulatilllg it correctly requilres a long period of time during which the 
2 FILOLOGIJA 17 17 
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patient's reactions to a sound stimulus should carefuHy be studied, as weIl 
as all the provisions necessary for an adequate control of the hearing thres­
hold and for a beiter adaptability to the hearing aid. 
From the point of view of the xehabili:ta'tion, thilS phase is considered 
preparatory with respect to the following ones as ~ong as the patient: 
- makes the first contact with the speech therapist 
- receives the first tactiJe and visual sensations which are coordina­
ted with sound stimulations. In this phase, a structured correlation betwe­
en body movement and sound emission is rnissing. 
InitiaHy this period of treatment is realized .in groups of three chil­
dren; a critical analy,sis of our work has nevertheless observed that, accor­
ding to Piaget's theory, chilldren up to the age of 24 months are not able 
to relate to more than one person and that they do not .find satisfaction in 
group activities. As a resuilt of these observations treatment of this age 
group was therefore conducted by means of individual therapeuticaJI sessions 
in which the speech therapist stimulated vocalization with only one pa­
tient. 





a) The .first phase of speech therapy with an age group ranging from 
12 to 24 months is conducted by fkst exploiting vibrotactile perception and 
then associating the latter to the use of hearing aids. 
The child 1s placed again:st a wooden board so to maintain direct con­
tact with it (fig. 1). One or more vibrators are placed on the board with the 
vibrating part placed against it and the child receives v,ihrotactile informa­
tions through the board on which he is sitting. 
Gradually, the vibrator is given to the chiLd who, out of curiosity or 
simply din order to imitate the movements of the speech ,therapist, places it 
against those parts of Ms body that, with regard to hirn, are the most li­
kely to perceive the vibrations. 
The patient thus learns to associate the presence of vibrations to the 
sound of the voice as opposed to absence of vibrations and silence. 
b) The patient i.s given hearing aids which are to be used with the vi­
brator. The sound stimulations are made up of sounds which have adequa­
tely been amplified and varying in rhythm, duration and intensity; these 
are emitted to the chi,ld through headphones thus making hirn aware of 
the concepts of space (direction of the sound) and time (duration and rhy­
thm) with regard to these stimulations. 
c) to sümwate the chHd's attention, the sense of vision is also used by 
means of a visual voice monitor (for ego SI 80) which teaches the chtld the 
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difference between si:lence and sound (voice) by means af observations and 
the conceptuaJ. maturation of the following notions: 
- sHence - absence of light (or af a sign) 
- noise (or voice) - presence of light (or of a sign). 
2) RHYTHMICAL ACTIVITIES OF THE BODY 
In this phase body rnovemoot (body rhythm) which 1S associated with 
vocal produetion !l!S .simple and it does not 'reach the rhythmic coordina­
tion attained by patients of a higher age group (fig. 2). The patient, by me­
ans of various toys and through play, 1s required 10 emit <Sounds which are 
relatively typical of each game and enriched with a rhythmic stress pattern. 
It Js important that these games have a !Strong emotional note in order 
to stimulate the child; a falling doll and the simultaneous emission of the 
vowel »U« denotes disapproval over the event, or else beating of the drum 
with the hand (fig. 3) or tapping a piece of chalk on the table, or bouncing 
a ballon the pavement, aecompanied by the rhythmic pronunciation of 
monosyHables (ba-ba; bum-bum-bum; ete.), cdl stimulate the patient into im­
proving his auditive and tactiJe senses, makes him acquire a notJon of rhy­
thm through mov.ements ofarrns, legs and head, which accompany the acou­
stic message, makes him emit precise sounds under the guidance of the 
speech therapiJsts, and makes hirn pa:r1uicipa'te im. a §I'QUP acmvity and at the 
same time socia:lize wilth otheI1S 1irom tthe gI'OIllJ). 
3) DRAMATIZATION 
The activity of play has been initiated by the therapist and charged 
with emotionalI cO'1ltent, such as polarizJ.ng a child's attention thus rende­
ring him disposablle for therapy. During this phase of rehabilitation littJe 
sketches in which the characters re.live definite emotional !Situations are 
presented to the chHdren. The verbal content of th1s basic form of dramati­
zation is accompanied by extremely aecentuated mimicry of the body in 
order to point out the semantic content of those actJvities which are being 
proposed. 
11) PRESCHOOL PHASE 
Aged: 2-5 years 
A chHd of thi.s age is sufficiootly mature to participate in group acti· 
vities together with other patientls who are guided in the acqui!Sition of 
!Opeech. One of Ithe cOiI1iditians ror the fol1lTlaJtiO\ll of a gl'OlUlp d!s tth<rt i1: shou1d 
be uniform in age and in the degree of hearing jmpairment. 
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a) GROUP exercise 
1) SENSORY STIMULATIONS 
a) acoustic and vibrotactiile 
b) musical 
a) The speech thempy is co.nducted by mean:s of an amplifier connected 
to either a vibrator or head-phones (fig. 4); the Jatter are used to estabIish 
the children's concentration, to a.rouse thek interest in the treatment acti­
vities, thus conditioning them for a doser participation. . 
An amplified message ts transmitted to the chi,ld through headphones 
and the intensity is regulated fi,rst by the speech therapist and then by the 
child. The amplification regards all the frequencies where the treatment i5 
conducted in the »direct channel", that is to say through the amplification 
of aB acoustic components of a verbal message. 
During such group activ:ities hearing aids aore also used since the child­
ren get accustomed to them as weH as to the code that they transmit. In 
this phase of the treatment vibrotaotiIe stimulations a,re stHl of fundamen­
tal importance for the acquisition of rhythm and intonation of speech: the 
chHdren are placed against a wooden board on which a vibrator is positio­
ned so as to transmit vibratactile information to them. (fig. 5) 
b) in this phase of the treament the first musical stimulations are in­
troduced, and the children are thus being aoquainted with sounds of dif­
ferent musical iinstruments (for example .the drum and ,the trumpet), and 
are thus being induced to freelyassociate body movement,sto their respec­
tive sound. Gradually, the sounds presented to the chiJa.ren are produced 
in rhythmicaJ sequences, - starting with the simplest and gradually mo­
ving on to more complex Olles, - which are to be identified and then re­
produced. 
2) RHYTHMIC ACTIVITIES OF THE BODY 
During group therapy rhythmic activities of the body are introduced, 
these being of great assistance for either the posiotioning and the correction 
of phonemes, or for the assimilation ofthe prosodic elements of speech 
and that of more complex rhythmic structures. The rhythm of the body 
is a macromovement which involves the wohle body and is associated with 
verbal production; this theory adses from the phono-motoric anallysis of 
the elements of speeoh. Macromovements iIIlf.1ue:nce thc ~uibt!ler movemenrtiS, 
that 1s the phono-articulatory ones, respecting the particular characteristics 
of every phoneme (tension, intesity, space and time). 
For example: 
- »PA" is accompanied by a clear beat of the fist against a surface 
(fig. 6a) 
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- »TA« is reproduced by stumping of the foot on the floorfor the 
»T<~ and byan opening of thearms for the »A« (fig.6b) 
- »LA« is shown by an umiu1lation of open arms (fig. 6c) 
The verbal production can a'lso be improved by agraphie presentation 
of elements that make up speech (phondie graphism); vota! emission can 
be accompanied by a drawing of a point, of a sign, of a line etc. in order 
to express either the sound characteristic of a phoneme or the rhythm whieh 
accompanies its pronunciation. For example, the pronunciation of the 
phoneme »PA« whieh 1S repeated :several times (PA, PA, PA...) could gra­
phieally be expressed by aseries of successive points made with chalk on 
the blackboard (f,ig. 7), and the emission of a prolonged phoneme (PAAAA) 
is represented by astraight line (fig. 7b). 
Rhythmicahly expressed gestures, graphie signs whieh accompany them 
and the phonemes pronounced at the same time constitute the basis of a 
series of exercises which are extremely useful in giving the patient precise 
Wormation not only on the aTticUilat1:ory JIlO'VementJs rtJhatt [pTonuncia·tion of 
various phonemes contain, but also primarily on the rhythm whichpho­
nation in aB its unity has to respect. 
3) nRAMATIZATION 
Dramatization primari:ly consilsts of amental structurization of spech 
through presentation of events bn the form of sketches which involve the 
child from an emotional point of view. Sketches that are used in the drama­
tization are extremely simple: for example, bees stinging a child's nose or 
mouthare being imitated (fig. 8) or »talking puppets« acting out a simple 
dialogue tend to arouse intense expressive reactions. Apart from teaching 
the Httle patients to use elementary phrases acquired in the course of both 
individual and group exercise (elementa'ry use ofspeech) thus improving 
their ·diction, these activities also stimulate them into conceiving new ex­
periences (creative Uise of speech) which are adapted to new emotional 
situations created by the games in which they take part. 
b) INDIVIDUAL EXERCISES 
Simultaneous to group therapy, all the children from the group un­
dergo indivi·dua'l therapy which potentiates collective wo~k. 
Individua:l theral'Y ·iJs l'Jracti>!,ed at othe 'Same time alS othe hearing aids 
and head-phones are befig introduced. The 'latter are used by means of 
amplification of all frequencies (direct channel) or, if the child 1s suffici­
ently mature to give the speech therapilst correct information, they are 
used to filter the sound message in a more adequate way so that the chiJd 
can perceive the verbal message in the best possilYle way (Optimal Hearing 
Field - C. O. A.) Speech defficiencies manifested in the course of group 
activlties are specialily treated i!n detai,l in the course of individual therapy. 
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The following iJs primadly corrected: 
- lack of muscular tension which determilnes the aHeration of arti­
cula:tion (fig. 9a and 9b); 
- rhythm and intonation of speech; 
- v.oice parameters (pitch and intensity). 
III INTERMEDIATE PHASE 
Age: from 5 to 9 years 
In this phase speech therapy helps the child acquire a 'richer vocabu­
lary, are more complex syntactic expression, a voice correchtly modulated by 
means of more cO'mplex musical notions. 
a) Group exerdse 
1) Sensory stimulations 
a) rvibrotactile and acoustic 
b) musical 
a) Vibrotactile stimulations are progressively reduced in number to the 
point where they are nO' lünger required and the therapist animates the pa­
tients by means O'f visual and acoustic stimulations. 
Hence group therapy is conducted by alternative use of headphones 
and heaJI'IDg atiJdJs ,in o!1der to progreS'Slivedy aodapt rthe ohhld ÜJnrto perceivilllJg 
the sound message through hearing aids, thus graduaIJy to hearing condi­
tions O'f everyday life. 
b) In this phasethe first nunsery rhymes which the chi~ldren have to 
repeat ora~y are introduced. Initially, they are made up of phO'nemic se­
quences which are joined together and which have an extremely simple 
rhythm, which are later substituted by brief words and are further deve­
loped ioto phrases accompanied by gradually more complex rhythmical 
sDrtuotures. The chil dren, gart:hered ·in a group, (fig. 12), Listen rto a musical 
sequence 'Successivelly aSlSOOialoog i!t to a 1Ji.1ttle :song Pre500ted by the speech 
thempist; in ChOlUiS wi,th the ,speech therapiJst the children ,perfonn the song 
by either l.i:stening to the rhythm O'f the musical instrument or by observing 
a drawing (a musical pattern) which symbolizes the semantic, syntactic and 
melodie cO'ntent of the nursery rhyme. Consequently, the group performs the 
seqruence without the aJssi!stamce of 1lhe tSpeech theraanst and fiinalHy each chHd 
performs it alone, guided only by the musical instrument. 
2) Rhythmic activities of the body (Body rhythm and Phonetic rhythm) 
The patients cxecute broad mO'vements of the body (body rhythm); 
these are performed by the whole body and in their 'second phase are as­
sociated to phrases or nursery rhymes (phonetic and musical rhYthms); 
this stimulates the patient to perform with 'rhythmic mO'vements of the 
body, the tempo of the sentence, the rhythm and intonatiO'n O'f the pronoun­
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ced phrases (fig. lOa, lOb, lOc). This rhythmic acüvity i:s performed in con­
tinuation - not in fragments as in the preceedialg phrases -respecting a 
certain harmony: it directs the patient towards a fJuent eloquence, avoiding 
the use of fragmentary phrases. 
3) Dramatization 
Hs intention is to improve the spontaneity of speech. The patients take 
part in performances generaHy more complex in comparison to the ones 
from the earlier phases. They perform theatrieal sketches experienced in 
the form of play, whieh in a certain manner reproduce real ·situations. For 
example, each child impersonates a!Il animal, and in doing so he wears 
clothes or masks which characterize the animal; he hides while the other 
children look for hirn, cai1ling hirn, and in so doing they mime the animal!s 
which they represent (fig. lla, Hb and Hc). Audiovisual material, such as 
slides or films, can also be used for dramatization: these show certain epi­
sodes of everyday Efe, following events in proper chronologieal order; the 
patients reproduce these events by re.,Jiving them, and by actively taking 
part in their development with adequate gestures: this stimulates various 
psychological mechanisms (limitation, competition, etc.) such as inventing 
phrases, ereating dialogues, improving creativity in speech, aH of which 
has been. acquired in eaI1lier ,phases. 
b) Individual therapy 
Individual therapyruns parallel to that of the group; its tendency is to 
globally improve a chi'ld's speech, by taking into consideration his specific 
difficulties (for example articulatory, vocal allod cognitive ones) and by me­
ans of an adequate approach. Individual therapy is performed through eit­
her head-phones or hearimg aids in order to accustorn the child to the type 
of amplification to be adopted in everyday life and to the type of message 
the hearing aids would furnish durmg the day; the use of head-.phones wn· 
nected to an amplifying apparatus for instrumental filtering, as has already 
been mentioned, peI1IIlits to render more practical the acoustic discrimina­
rion of -a child, assisting him in the acquisition of correct articulatory and 
prosodie elements. The patient is taught to perceive the sound message, 
adequately amplified and filtered, which the .speech therapist transmits to 
hirn through the head-phones: the chosen filtering is accomplished by eho­
osing the band of frequencies which ,permits a better differentiation of va­
wels based on those characteristics given to the patient by the speech the­
rapist (optimum field). This band of frequencies comes in .successive inter­
vals and it is enlarged in an attempt to use all 'the range of frequencies as 
often as possible; this is obtained progressively by making the patient ac­
complish adequate exercises which accustom hirn to aJways improve the 
discrimination also when inserting .sounds whieh were \11ot initiaHy used för 
the objectives of voeal discrimination. In this phase, the individual rehabi­
litational treatment essentially provides for the foUowing: 
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- imprO'Ves the acoustic discrimination in a child by encüuragilllg »lis­
tening« in situations where the mouth is being screened; 
- corrects audiogenus dyslaHa; 
- potentiates the capacity for vocal modulatiün in a chHd in the dü­
main of the phrase, a nursery rhyme ür of the song, cürrecting the chara­
cteristic monütony üf a deaf persün's v.oice. In the oounse üf individual 
therapy patients whü have in music therapy grüupwork shüwn certain im­
pairments are stimulated to reinfürce the acquisition üf rhythm and melody. 
The child repeats with the therapist (fig. 14) a sequence which is already 
knüwn tü him, observing .on a münitor of rvisuall voice display (SI 80) the 
prüsüdie line of h1s vücal emissiün, and he can cürrect his üwn mistakes by 
füllüwing the example given tü hirn by the therapist which can be seen .on 
the same apparatus. This technique, proposed at and put. intü effect by 
üur School, furnishing the patient with an extremely valuable visual feed­
back, has übtained good results in a remarkably shürt period üf time. 
IV) SCHOOL PHASE 
Age: früm 9 years and abüve 
This is the final phase which completes and consülidates the fundamen­
tal acquisitiüns üf a child; the patients are required notonly tü repeat and 
use aH phonemes cürrectly, but also tü reprüduce müre cümp1ex linguistic 
structures, from the grammatical, rhythmical and intonational point üf view. 
This phase üf rehabilitational treatment invülves primarily individual 
spech therapy sessions where ACOUSTIC STIMULATIONS are used: thüse 
that have been filtered and amplified are used tü either cürrect püssible 
remaining dyslalia ür tü improve phrase structuring, ür t.o consülidate pro­
südic elements üf a spüken message. 
Furthermüre, these exercises tend, in the best possible way, 10 develop 
the patient's auditirve canal sü that he may better cümpensate für his hea­
ring impairement. 
RHYTHMIC ACTIVITIES OF THE BODY and the DRAMATIZATION 
are used nüt ünly tü enrich the linguistic knüwledge üf the patient and 10 
stimulate his verbal creativity, but primari1ly tü imprüve the prosody üf 
speech by acquiring rhythm, intonation, accent and pause as a whole; it is 
obviüus that this kind of exerdse is gradually being dropped as the patient's 
interest lessens. Every f.urther <imprüvement is therefüre achieved thrüugh 
individual treatment which is practised accürding tü the patient's. disponi­
bility and psycholügical motivatiün. This phase can be prülonged for several 
years obtaining results which will be all the müre satisfactory in as far as 
the range of the linguistic knüwledge and cürrect prüsody üf the patient is 
wider. 
IN CONCLUSION, the patient reeducated through the verbo-tonal me­
thüd: 
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- acquires an artieulated speech because he has become used to con­
tinually conversing with other patients from the group and with the speech 
therapists; 
- speaks the language respecting its intonation, timbre and rhythm 
whieh the various exercises based on rhythmie activities of the body and 
dramatization have made it possible for hirn 'to acquire; . 
- is socialized in as {ar as the techniques acquired have continually 
been stimulating him to play, to confront others, to live with other children 
as welil as with the staff - speech therapists - who have introduced hirn 
into the adult world; 
- is always being driven, especially through group work, to create new 
expressions which respond to emotional stimulations to which he is exposed 
and whieh introduce hirn to a creative use of speech. 
The use of stimulative group exercise, rich in i'llterests and charged with 
emotions stimu'lates cooperation among patients and t!heir contact with the 
speech therapisas: these exercises, the unquestioned fundamental irnportance 
of which is rehabilitation, should also be integtated into individual ones, 
whieh not only improve the results, but which enable the speech therapist 
to intervene through interpersonal relations which are of considerate impor­
tance from the point of 'View of both didacties and psychology. The success 
of these techniques is based on various factors among which we single out 
the following: 
- the use of adequate technical instruments which enable an optimal 
use of all sensuous canals (hearing, sight, touch) as weH as those sensory 
in order to accomplish the best possible rehabilitation of speech; 
- acquisition - also by means of intense rhytmical activities and an 
active participation in drama exercises - not only of single words or phrases, 
but a1so those of rhythm, timbre and of the intonation of speech, must be 
agreeable and harmonie; 
- a gradual acquisition of speech, in successive phases, which leads to 
a gradual enrichment and a continual improvement of prosody; 
- a relevant adaptability of the rehabilitational method to social struc­
tures, to cultural situations, and to ambiental conditions in which the patient 
lives. 
SUMMARY 
The authors illustrate the verbo-tonal method, initiated by prof. Gube­
rina, for speech rehabilitation of children with serious hearing impairment 
by referring to personal observations which have matured at the Centre for 
Phoniatrics of the Clinic of Otorynolaryngology at the Ir Faculty of Science 
- Medicine and Surgery in Na'ples. 
The verbo-tonal rnethod makes use of the foHowing: 
- auditive stimulations, amplified and heard initially through head-pho­
nes of the apparatus SUVAG and later through use of adequate hearing aids; 
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- tactile, visual and proprioperceptive stimulations which have been 
adequately amplified; 
This method includes successive phases of rehabilitation; the authors 
c1assify them as follows: 
- preparatory phase or that of vocalization; 
-preschool phase or that of syUabization; 
- intermediary phase or that of verbalization; 
- school phase or that of structurization. 
The techniques used include: 
- group exercises during which the patient, together with other pa­
tients with a similar hearing impairment rund psycho-intellectual development, 
listens to and reproduces sounds by associating theIn to body rhythm (BODY 
AND PHONETIC RHYTHM); 
- indiv.idual exercise during which the speech therapist is in dose CDn­
tact with one child and thus improv.es his speech and corrects the defects. 
To conclude, the authors have contributed towards the improvement of 
the numerous possibilities of rehabilitation through the verbotonal method 
by ilIltroducing original rnethods which potentiate the results; musical stimu­
lations (music therapy), carried out in a group or individually, and the use 
of a voice prosody monitor in order to improve the intonation of speech by 
means of a visual feed-back. 
Sazetak 
PRIMJENA VERBOTONALNE METODE U UVJETIMA 

ORL KLINIKE U NAPULJU 

Autori anaJiziraju svoju primjenu verbotonalne metode u uvjetima ORL Kli­
nike, ~to do sada nije bila praksa rehabilitacije sl~anja i govora. Rad je u Kli­
nici ORL uglavnom individualan, a postupci se strogo ravnaju po dobnim skupi­
nama. Posebne inovacije napuljske ~kole su slijedece: 
1) Muzikoterapija 
2) Uno~enje analizatora zu bolju kontrolu prozodijskih elemenata u govoru. 
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